Wanted: Hardware/Software Intern
Anything Connected supports companies in quickly testing data gathering solutions. We help
companies to figure out where their equipment is and whether it is still working properly.
Our solution consists of a sensor sticker that can simply be stuck to any type of equipment,
meaning anyone can quickly install it. It will then measure Movement, Orientation,
Vibration, Electric Activity, Temperature and Location, which covers data collection in 80% of
the use cases we encounter.
We are looking for a broadly oriented intern who is happiest on the edge between Hardware and Software. You
will be part of a small team that develops embedded software (C++) for our sensors, but also back end
solutions (Python, among others) that connect to our sensors. At the same time, we develop our own PCBs that
form the inside of the sticker you see above. We are looking for a driven, independent student, who is
enthusiastic about helping us build our platform. Someone who has knowledge of Bluetooth programming,
Battery Power Management, Smart Sensoring, Pattern Recognition, PCB design or maybe even ‘all of the
above’! Let’s create an internship assignment together that fits your interests. Most important of all, is that you
are excited about the Internet of Things and are curious to learn new things.
Do you want to learn what it’s like to develop a completely new product using the latest technologies? Do you
want to make a difference within the Internet of Things? Are you maybe even considering starting your own
company one day? At Anything Connected, we offer you an opportunity to experience all of this and more.
We are looking for:
A practical student at WO or HBO level
A background in Computer Science or Electrical Engineering
Available to start January/February 2018
As an intern at Anything Connected, you will receive fair compensation as well as several opportunities to
gather experience in new fields. Are you interested? Send us an email with your motivation and resume and
maybe we will talk to each other very soon!

Anything Connected
Molengraaffsingel 12
2629 JD Delft
06-19911408
info@anything-connected.com

